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An informed, photo-filled guide to “all of the essential stopping places [with] terrifically detailed

information on the architectural joys of Rome.” —Books MonthlyRome’s architectural remains

date as far back as the city’s founding in the 8th century BCE. The primitive settlement that

began on the Palatine Hill grew over the next thousand years to the caput mundi—the capital

of the world—the largest, most powerful presence in the ancient Western world. Along the way,

Rome’s architectural styles, whether developed organically or appropriated from the cultures it

subjugated and absorbed, were physical evidence of the politics, propaganda, and pragmatism

of the times.Written for readers passionate about Rome and how its architecture is inimitably

linked to its history, The Architecture Lover’s Guide to Rome is the armchair architect’s tour of

the Eternal City. It provides a timeline that begins with the founding of Rome and documents its

significant architectural monuments and styles through the millennia, with photos, maps and

practical information for visiting.

all of the essential stopping places and terrifically detailed information on the architectural joys

of Rome.Books Monthly --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorElizabeth Heath is a US-born writer and editor based in central Italy. She is the author of

several Rome guidebooks and is an avid traveler and travel journalist. Ms. Heath has degrees

in Fine Art and Humanities, and completed doctoral studies in Anthropology and Archaeology,

with an emphasis on the interpretation of archaeological sites in Italy. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.
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THE ARCHITECTURE LOVER’S GUIDE TOROMEWhen I was in my second year of art

school, I had an art history professor whose method of teaching changed my way of thinking

about art and architecture. Rather than just have us memorise names and dates and genres,

he presented the arts in their historical context, and described how they were influenced by

and reflective of contemporary events. In my mind, it was as though someone had turned on a

light to illuminate the past. His lectures were engaging and insightful, and his enthusiasm for

the material was infectious. Later in life, I was honoured (and still a little star-struck) to count

him as a friend and colleague. He died too young, and with plenty still left to teach.Thank you,

Kevin Dean, for turning on the light.THE ARCHITECTURE LOVER’S GUIDE
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Century ArtsINTRODUCTIONTHE PORTICO OF OCTAVIA AS PARABLEArchitecture and

Complexity in RomeTHIS IS THE Porticus Otaviae, the Portico d’Ottavia or the Portico of

Octavia, located in the heart of Rome’s centro storico, the historic centre. In Roman

architecture, a portico, also called a pronaos, is essentially a much more elaborate version of

what we think of as a porch. This was a monumental covered entryway, or propylaeum, that

formed the entrance to a temple complex. It was the focal point of a colonnaded walkway that



formed a perimeter around the temples of Jupiter Stator and Juno Regina. The illustration

below, from a 1911 book on the monuments of Rome, shows how the portico probably looked

during its apex.The first image, of the present-day portico, is one of my favourites in this

guidebook. Not because it’s a particularly stunning photograph, but because it sums up the

complicated nature of Rome’s architectural history, and the challenge of trying to sort it all out

into some kind of chronological timeline. Consider what we know about the phases of

construction, additions and repairs, and the uses of the portico area:Reconstruction of the

Portico as it once was. Image from S.B. Platner, The Topography and Monuments of Ancient

Rome (2nd ed.), p. 372, 1911.The Portico d’ Ottavia today.• The temples the portico encloses

were constructed in the second century, BCE.• The portico itself was constructed more than

150 years later, on orders of Emperor Augustus, in honour of his sister, Ottavia (Octavia)

Minor.• On at least two occasions in the first century CE, the structure was badly damaged by

fire and restored.• In 442 CE, an earthquake levelled the two right-hand columns, which were

replaced with the brick archway still visible today.• By the early Middle Ages, a fish market was

established on the ruins of the portico.• In 772, the church of Sant’Angelo in Pescheria

(pescheria refers to the fish market) was built over the original temples. The stairs and green

door at the back of the portico belong to the church, and three columns from the portico were

incorporated into the left-hand side of the church façade.• In 1555, Pope Paul IV ordered that

all of the city’s Jewish population be forcibly moved into an area of a few square blocks

adjacent to the portico. The area, which became known as the Ghetto of Rome, was walled-in

and had four gates, which were locked shut at night. One gate was to the left of the Portico of

Octavia. The Ghetto was an unsanitary, overcrowded neighbourhood subject to frequent

flooding and outbreaks of disease. Residents were only allowed to leave the Ghetto during

daylight hours, and they had to be back inside the walls by sundown.• In the late 1700s, Jews

from the Ghetto were forced to attend Jesuit sermons every Saturday, delivered in the ruins of

the Portico of Octavia, which also remained a fish market well into the 1800s.• With the

establishment of the Kingdom of Italy in 1870, the Ghetto was abolished. In 1888 the Ghetto

walls were torn down. In 1943, the Nazis occupied Rome, and sent more than 1,000 of its

Jewish residents to death camps. A plaque near the portico remembers those who were sent

away and never returned.• Today, the Portico of Octavia flanks the eastern entrance to the area

still referred to as the Ghetto. Romans and tourists alike visit here today, to look for traces of its

past as a Jewish enclave and to eat in one of the many restaurants along Via del Portico

d’Ottavia, where Roman-Jewish cuisine is the specialty.A first-century BCE monument, built

over second-century temples, with fifth-century restorations and an eighth-century church

growing out of its ruins. A bustling marketplace and a symbol of religious prosecution. A tourist

attraction and a place of remembrance.Welcome to Rome!The Portico of Octavia serves as a

fitting example of how architecture has evolved organically in a city that’s been continuously

occupied for nearly 3,000 years. Rome has never been frozen in time – it’s been an evolving,

constantly changing city since its inception. It’s never completely intact and it’s rarely pristine –

even buildings like the Pantheon and St Peter’s Basilica, both models for their architectural

styles and periods, differ significantly from their original designs. Instead, the architecture of

Rome is the stage set on which a dynamic, living city goes about its daily business. It’s at turns

soaring and inspirational, crumbling and chaotic, functional and severe. It’s been pillaged and

preserved, restored and bastardised. Its most revered monuments, before they were elevated

to their current iconic status, were once cattle pastures, marble quarries and yes, fish

markets.So, how can a casual guidebook on the architecture of Rome sort out this complicated

chronology and overlapping layers of styles, periods and modifications? To do so



comprehensively would take years of research, and result in a voluminous academic tome

instead of an accessible, portable guidebook. Instead, this guide uses some of Rome’s key

buildings and monuments as examples of the major styles and phases of architecture that

have risen in the city over its long history. It offers a ‘greatest hits’ timeline – as well as some

worthy B-sides – that demonstrate the practical, political and spiritual uses of architecture in

Rome, what each building represented at its zenith, and what each has come to represent

since. Instead of a complete guide to the Roman Forum or a directory of every important

church, I’ve chosen to highlight specific buildings that exemplify a style or time period. In doing

so, I hope to provide some context and subtext for readers fascinated by the architecture of the

Eternal City and hoping to make at least a little sense of it all.A note on how to use this

guidebookSince there’s nothing linear about the architectural history of Rome, it’s likewise

impossible for a tour of Rome’s architectural highlights to proceed in any kind of a straight line.

This map of central Rome includes all of the buildings and monuments covered in this guide

(with a few exceptions that are outside the centre and so noted on the map). Fortunately for

travellers, Rome has a compact, flat city centre, and most of the sights included in this guide

can be reached on foot.Throughout the guide, I’ve included information on opening hours and

admission fees if applicable, best times to visit, and directives for using public transportation.

Please keep in mind that things like opening hours and bus routes are about the only things

that change quickly in Rome, so please confirm before you set out.1ROMULUS PUTS DOWN

ROOTSThe Palatine Hill and the Romulan HutThe origins of Rome are a blend in equal parts

of legend, hypothesis and verifiable evidence. The architecture of Rome, along with first-person

accounts written by the likes of Julius Caesar, Augustus, Livy and Plutarch, is perhaps the

most essential aspect of that verifiable evidence.The legend is that twin brothers Romulus and

Remus, abandoned as infants and suckled by a she-wolf, were the children of Rhea Silvia, a

vestal virgin seduced by Mars, the god of war. When, as adults, the twins quarrelled about

where to found a new settlement and who would lead it, Romulus killed his brother. On 21 April

753 BCE, he is said to have founded his new city on the Palatine Hill, named it after himself

and made himself its first king. He is credited with creating the Senate, establishing military

and religious customs and a pantheon of gods, and codifying Rome’s earliest laws regarding

property, civil rights and citizenship. Some fifty years into his rule, he is said to have

disappeared in the midst of a storm, only to be installed on Mount Olympus as the god

Quirinus.As Rome transformed from primitive riverine settlement to an organised republic and,

centuries later, an empire, this foundation myth endured and was enhanced. By the first

century BCE, Virgil, at the behest of Emperor Augustus, nephew and adopted son of Julius

Caesar, had penned his epic poem, The Aeneid. It traced the journey of Aeneas, one of a

handful of survivors of the Sack of Troy, from the near east to Carthage and Sicily and

eventually, to the Italian peninsula. Virgil’s epic firmly affixed Aeneas as the heroic forbearer of

the Roman people.The Aeneid also established a direct bloodline from Aeneas to Rhea Silvia.

Because Aeneas was the son of Venus (the Roman version of the Greek Aphrodite), his

progeny, including Romulus and Remus, were therefore of divine origin, as were the emperors

of the Julian family, including Julius Caesar and Augustus. Romulus himself was deified after

his death; 21 April is still celebrated as the anniversary of the founding of Rome.An Iron Age

funerary urn suggests the likely shape of the Romulan Hut. Walters Art Museum.The accepted

hypothesis is that sometime in the eighth or ninth century BCE, a permanent settlement was

established on the Palatine Hill, which was bordered on one side by the Tiber River and on the

other by a swampy valley – the area that would become the Roman Forum. Other Latin tribes

built similar, simple pastoral communities on neighbouring hills; eventually these were



absorbed, either organically or by force, into the city that would grow into the Roman

Republic.The authenticity of Romulus as a historical figure is far less widely accepted. For the

most part, Classical scholars believe that Romulus and Remus were not actual historical

figures, but an amalgam of several Greek and Latin legendary and real characters. They

theorise that even the name ‘Romulus’ was created retroactively to support the foundation

myth as it was codified into Roman history.The verifiable evidence is where architecture comes

in. The Palatine Hill is home to one of the oldest archaeological remains in Rome, the so-called

Romulan Hut, or Casa Romuli. This Iron Age (900–700 BCE) hut was made of wattle and

daub, with a straw roof, a small awning and an animal-skin flap at the doorway. All that remains

today are the postholes, which confirm its circular shape. During a 2006 excavation in the

Roman Forum, tombs were found containing hut-shaped funerary urns. These dated to the

same period and culture as the hut remains on the Palatine. Since it was customary for the

ashes of the dead to be housed in clay urns that mimicked the shape of their dwellings, the

urns further corroborate the style of the hut.The site of the Romulan Hut was a place of

reverence in Republican Rome, and it was maintained and restored through the Late

Republican era. The Palatine Hill became the site of Imperial residences; Augustus

symbolically chose a location adjacent to the Romulan Hut to build his palace, large parts of

which are still extant today.Modern visitors to the Palatine Hill can visit the Romulan Hut (Casa

Romuli), but some imagination is needed to envision what it once looked like. A cluster of

postholes – the impressions left where wooden posts, since deteriorated, once held up the roof

– are etched into the tufa bedrock that forms much of the Palatine. Crisscrossing these scant

remains are Republican- and Imperial-era foundation walls and haphazardly placed marble

fragments.While the name Casa Romuli takes some creative license, the term correctly links

the remains to the approximate era of the Romulus and the founding of Rome in the eighth

century BCE. Still, the presence of the hut remains does not confirm a solid date, prove

Rome’s foundation myth or verify the existence of Romulus; it only provides evidence that at

least as early as 800–701 BCE – and possibly several hundred years earlier than that – a

permanent settlement existed on the Palatine.Postholes and foundation floor of the Casa

Romuli, with later walls and foundations built on top. Vitold Muratov/Wikimedia

Commons.Unlike the largely accepted consensus reached among academics concerning the

Romulan Hut, interpretation of a 1988 excavation has generated controversy and a fair amount

of scepticism. During a multi-year excavation on the north-eastern slope of the Palatine Hill, an

archaeological team unearthed a wall built from red tufa blocks. It fronted a large, natural gully

that had been made steeper as a result of human excavations – typical of early defensive

walls. Pottery sherds and other physical evidence date the wall to at least the seventh century

BCE, and possibly earlier.Ancient Roman historian Livy wrote that: ‘Romulus’s first act was to

fortify the Palatine, the scene of his upbringing.’ Other ancient sources also claim that Romulus

ordered the wall built as his first step in establishing his settlement.Some scholars have

pointed to Livy, Virgil and other sources of the foundation myth, together with the discovery of

the wall, to claim that the discovery was of a specific moment in ancient history – when

Romulus drew the boundary of his new city and ordered that a wall be built to defend it. This

theory supports the ‘historicity,’ or actual existence of Romulus. Critics of the thesis argue that

science cannot use ancient literature to prove the origins of the wall, and in turn use the wall to

prove the veracity of the ancient literature – and that of Romulus himself.Still, like the Romulan

Hut, the Palatine Wall, which can today be seen at the base of the Palatine Hill, west of the

House of the Vestal Virgins, does fill in some of the blanks of the earliest days of Rome. Also

like the hut, it further supports the theory that the city that would become Rome did in fact



emerge from humble beginnings on the Palatine Hill and, in fewer than 1,000 years, grow to

control the entire Mediterranean, Western Europe, the Isle of Britain, Eastern Europe, the

Middle East and the southern half of the Black Sea.iHOW TO SEE IT: To see the remains of

the Casa Romuli, visit the Palatine Hill archaeological area. A combined ticket includes

admission to the Palatine, the Colosseum and the Roman Forum. The site opens at 8.30 am

and remains open until 4.30 or 5 pm during winter months, and until 7.15 pm during peak

summer season. Check for current information. Also look for information about a S.U.P.E.R.

Ticket, which includes admission to the houses of Livia and Augustus and other sites otherwise

inaccessible. Due to long lines at the Colosseum, we recommend you begin your tour at the

Palatine, where there is never a line to enter and crowds are far less dense. Then continue on

to the Forum and Colosseum.2FROM KINGDOM TO REPUBLICThe Temple of Jupiter

Optimus Maximus & the temples of Portunus & Hercules VictorA timeline of the earliest

centuries of Rome is speculative at best, as it relies on sources that, while ancient, were

recording a history that had already unfolded hundreds of years in the past. Dionysius of

Halicarnassus and Livy, the two major sources for the story of the foundation of Rome, both

lived at the turn of the millennium – at least 800 years after Romulus.While Dionysius’ writings

dealt primarily with Romulan legend, Livy’s History of Rome, recorded at the end of the first

century BCE, chronicled the history of the city as it evolved from kingdom to republic. The

written sources and oral histories Livy relied on would have been created to cast a flattering

light on the actions of Rome’s most-favoured leaders. Lines were blurred between divine

intervention and historical fact, both as a means of reinforcing the concept of Rome’s manifest

destiny and simply for the sake of telling a better story.After Romulus’ death, Rome is said to

have been ruled by a succession of kings, the last three all of Etruscan origin, meaning they

came from the region north of Rome that includes present-day northern Lazio (the region of

Rome), Umbria and Tuscany (the latter of which takes its name from the Etruscans). Ostensibly

to offset the powers of the monarchy, Rome had a Senate, a body which had existed since the

time of Romulus. Rome’s last king, Etruscan Lucius Tarquinius Superbus, was unpopular with

the Roman people and is said to have abused his power and undermined the Senate. He was

overthrown and banished from the city and in 509 BCE the Roman Republic was formed.

Through civil wars, far-reaching conflicts and conquests of territories throughout Europe, North

Africa and the Middle East, the Republic lasted until 27 CE.While the historicity and chronology

of the Etruscan kings and the formation of the Republic can never be precisely verified, the

influence of Etruscan culture on Rome is extensive and demonstrable. From the Etruscans,

Rome absorbed its earliest rituals and systems of worship, including its three most important

deities: Juno, Minerva and Jupiter, the latter the mythological equivalent of Zeus. From the

Etruscans, Romans learned how to build roads and municipal projects (Rome’s massive

drainage canal, Cloaca Maxima, was built by the Etruscan kings and still empties into the Tiber

today) and, most importantly, they learned how to build temples.The Temple of Jupiter Optimus

MaximusThat Livy and Dionysius of Halicarnassus relied on unverifiable sources for their

written histories of Rome is certain, but what is also certain is that when these chroniclers were

active in Rome, they frequently set eyes on the city’s most important ancient temple, around

which every significant ritual, political or military event in the history of Rome centred: the

Temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus.Also known as the Temple of Capitoline Jupiter, the

Temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus – which translates to the Jupiter ‘best and greatest’ – was

a massive structure set at the top of the Capitoline Hill and visible from virtually every part of

Rome. It was built on the orders of Lucius Tarquinius Superbus, but would be dedicated around

the time of the formation of the Republic, in 509 BCE. The foundation of the original temple



was made of cappellaccio, a porous volcanic tufa stone that could be easily quarried and cut.

The foundation measured at least 55 x 60 metres, meaning there was simply nothing else in

Rome, or in the world known to most Romans, that approached its size.Though speculation

exists as to its design, scholars agree that the temple, raised on a podium, or platform reached

via a flight of stairs, followed then contemporary Etruscan design. It had a portico supported by

at least four, and more likely six, columns set three or four rows deep. The portico covered the

entrances to three cellae, or chambers, each dedicated to a member of the triad: the largest

and central cella was for Jupiter, with Juno’s to the left and Minerva’s to the right.The earliest

temple was likely constructed of mud brick covered in stucco, which would have been brightly

painted, all the more to make the temple a beacon and symbol for miles around. The roof of

the temple was made of terracotta tiles supported by wood beams. The front of the roof had a

pediment, or triangular panel, decorated with painted bas-relief (low-relief) sculptures. A

terracotta sculpture on the peak of the roof depicted Jupiter driving a chariot drawn by four

horses.Model of the Temple of Juno Optimus Maximus. Sailko/Wikimedia Commons.Inside the

central cella was a cult statue of Jupiter, also in terracotta and painted a deep red. The temple

was the symbolic home of the triad of deities, and the statue of Jupiter was a spiritual link to

the god himself. When triumphal processions – parades of a victorious general, his legions and

the spoils of war, including prisoners destined for slavery or execution – wended their way

through the city and along the Via Sacra, their endpoint was the temple. There, the general, his

face painted red to match that of the statue, would oversee sacrifices – both human and animal

– and leave offerings to Jupiter.With its status as the most important religious building in Rome,

the Temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus served as a reminder, both to Romans and outsiders,

of the pre-eminence of Rome, its ordained-by-the-gods superiority over its rivals, and the

permanency and immovability of its dominance.But the temple itself proved far less immovable.

In 83 BCE, during a period of civil war in Rome, the first temple burned to the ground, leaving

only the foundation and podium. A second temple, dedicated in 69 CE, burned down during

internecine fighting that same year. The third temple, built by Emperor Vespasian and

dedicated in 75 CE, burned down in a widespread fire in 80 CE.Remains of the podium of the

Temple of Juno Optimus Maximus in the Capitoline Museums. Courtesy Capitoline

Museums.Each reconstruction of the temple was increasingly more elaborate and completed

with more expensive materials. The fourth, and final temple – the version that Livy and

Dionysius of Halicarnassus would have seen – was the most extravagant, with marble

construction, bronze roof tiles, gold-plated doors, marble columns and intricate carvings on the

pediment. This iteration of the temple stood until the late fourth century CE, when Emperor

Theodosius made Christianity the official religion of Rome and ordered the closing of all pagan

places of worship. The Temple of Jupiter fell into a gradual state of disrepair and parts of it

were plundered for use in other structures.Rome was sacked by Vandals in the fifth century,

and the temple was further pillaged. It stood in ruins until the 1500s, when it was definitely

razed and its materials used to build the Palazzo Caffarelli, which still stands and is now the

property of the City of Rome.Thus Rome’s oldest and most important temple has all but

vanished. Knowledge of the temple architecture comes from a handful of ancient sources,

including coins and relief carvings, and from illustrations predating the palazzo. The majority of

the temple foundation lies underneath Palazzo Caffarelli, which is currently closed to the public.

In the Palazzo dei Conservatori, one of the twin edifices that make up the Capitoline Museums,

sections of the podium and foundation are still visible. Outside the museum, on Via del Tempio

di Giove, behind Rome’s city government offices, a corner of the temple foundation and podium

is preserved under a glass canopy.iHOW TO SEE IT: Located at the top of the Capitoline Hill,



the Capitoline Museums (Musei Capitolini) contain sections of the temple and offers didactic

information on the structure and its significance to ancient Rome. The museums are open daily

from 9.30 am to 7.30 pm. Visit for more information.The Temple of PortunusFortunately for

modern visitors, not all of Rome’s most ancient temples have been reduced to their

foundations. The Temple of Portunus was built in the third or fourth century BCE, and its high

state of preservation makes it a model for understanding the characteristics of temple design

and construction during the Republican era.Set on land that was once part of the Forum

Boarium, the temple was dedicated to Portunus, the god associated with livestock and river

travel. The Forum Boarium was the cattle market and mercantile area right at the port of Rome,

so the temple served an auspicious purpose in protecting the livestock-laden ships arriving

from the Port of Ostia and in ensuring prosperous trade.The Temple of Portunus was built in

the Etruscan style, and can be understood as prototypical of Republican temples, none other

of which came close to the scale of the Capitoline Jupiter (discussed above). Although the

temple was rebuilt in the first century BCE, its design is thought to follow the original. The

temple measures just 10.5 x 19 metres, and sits on a raised podium, from which it would have

been visible to arriving ships. It has a tetrastyle, or four-column portico and a single cella, or

interior chamber. The temple sat overlooking a bend in the Tiber, which still flows just yards

away but has since been hemmed in with a high stone embankment.The Temple of

Portunus.The portico is held up by a total of six columns, which are fluted, or incised with

channels of equal size. They are topped with ionic capitals, identified by their scroll designs.

The remaining twelve columns are ‘engaged’, or attached to the outer walls of the cella and

serve no structural purpose. The freestanding columns are made of travertine marble, while the

engaged columns and the cella are of volcanic tufa, which would have been covered with

stucco.The Tiber River silted up in the first century CE, and the port had to be abandoned. The

temple fell into disuse, but managed to avoid falling victim to ‘spoliage’, or the stripping of

materials for reuse elsewhere. In the 800s, it was dedicated as a Catholic Christian church,

Santa Maria Egyziaca (Saint Mary of Egypt) and its interior was decorated with frescoes

depicting the life of the saint. While other ancient monuments in Rome, including the once-

mighty Temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, the Colosseum and the Circus Maximus, were

pillaged for their ornamentation and marble, the Temple of Portunus was spared because it

was a Christian place of worship.The church was deconsecrated in 1921, when it was returned

to the State of Italy and efforts began to restore the temple. A series of major restorations

began in 2006 and continued through 2016, and included cleaning and reinforcement of the

temple exterior, a roof replacement, and restoration of the early medieval frescoes of the

interior. Wherever possible, original building materials were reused.Side view of the Temple of

Portunus, with engaged columns.The Temple of Hercules VictorOne hundred metres from the

Temple of Portunus sits the second of Rome’s best-preserved Republican temples, that of

Hercules Victor. Built around 120 BCE, the temple is thought to have been commissioned to

commemorate the Roman military victories in Greece. The temple is of Greek design, and

notable for its round shape and that it is the oldest surviving marble building in Rome.The

temple is about 15 metres in diameter, and has a round cella ringed by twenty marble columns

– nineteen of them original. The columns are of the Corinthian order, characterised by

elaborately carved capitals depicting acanthus leaves and scrolls. The thin fluted columns are

nearly 11 metres tall, and their slenderness and close proximity to one another lend a loftiness

to the design. The roof of the temple is a later addition and the original design and appearance

of the roof is unknown.The Cloaca Maxima as it drains into the Tiber.The Cloaca Maxima:

Rome’s ancient sewerTo get a glimpse of one of the world’s oldest and longest-functioning



sewer systems, walk out on the Ponte Palatino, or Palatine Bridge, reached by crossing

Lungotevere Aventino right near the temples of Portunus and Hercules Victor. Once you’re on

the bridge, look down to your left, back towards the riverbank at the archway set in the

embankment wall. This is the drainage canal of the Cloaca Maxima, or ‘great sewer’, first

constructed around 600 BCE. The Cloaca was a central canal built to drain the swamplands of

Rome and carry away wastewater. As aqueducts were constructed and Rome’s elaborate

system of fresh running water developed, they all eventually drained into the Cloaca Maxima.

When it was first constructed, the Cloaca was entirely or mostly uncovered; it became a

covered, or underground sewer system as structures were built over it. Rainwater and water

from Rome’s aqueducts flowed through it at a swift pace, as did human and animal waste,

garbage and, occasionally, dead bodies. Water still flows out of the Cloaca, albeit at a much

slower rate of speed than in ancient times.The Temple of Hercules Victor.As with the Temple of

Portunus, conversion to a church in the Middle Ages saved the Temple of Hercules Victor from

spoliage. By the 1100s, it had been consecrated as the Church of Santo Stefano alle Carozze

(Saint Stephen of the Carriage) and was later rededicated as Santa Maria del Sole, or Saint

Mary of the Sun. By the end of the 1800s, the church had been deconsecrated and efforts

began to restore the temple. A complete restoration took place in the 1990s, when the current

roof was added.iHOW TO SEE IT: The temples of Portunus and Hercules Victor are located in

a grassy patch between two busy roads, Via Luigi Petroselli and Lungotevere Aventino. Both

are easily visible, but enclosed by fences and only open by reservation. Individual and group

tours are offered on the first and third Sundays of each month, and must be reserved at least

twenty-four hours in advance by calling 06/399. 67700.3FROM BRICK TO MARBLEEarly

Imperial ambitions at the Basilica Julia, Nero’s Domus Aurea, and the Colosseum‘Urbem

latericium invenit, marmoream reliquit’.‘He found a city of brick; he left a city of marble’.These

words are attributed to Caesar Augustus, the first emperor of Rome, and were etched on his

tomb. Though humility may not have been Augustus’s strong suit, his self-ascribed epitaph was

not inaccurate – in the decades of his rule, Rome undertook ambitious building projects of

monumental scale and engineering, with a grandeur befitting the most important city of what

was then the most dominant empire of the known world.The last century BCE would also mark

the last century of the Roman Republic. A series of conflicts within Rome and its hinterlands,

as well as on its more distant borders, destabilised the Republic in the early decades of the

century. As Julius Caesar conquered territories in northern Europe in the name of Rome, he

amassed tremendous wealth and influence, and the loyalty of his military legions. His march on

Rome in 49 BCE sparked a civil war and further weakened an already faltering republic.

Caesar consolidated power and engineered to have himself declared dictator for life, effectively

ending the republican form of government.
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Louise Hamel, “Armchair travel until you can be there yourself. Your own private tour of Rome

with wonderful photography that is steeped in history. It’s a wonderful way to see the ancient

city even if you can’t travel right now. If you’ve been there it’s a chance to reminisce and learn

more about what you’ve seen.”

Rachel Z. Shapiro, “Beautiful, Useful Book. I love this book! We are spending 3 months in

Rome next spring and there are all sorts of wonder descriptions of sites we plan to visit - with

historical context and interesting details. There is so much to see in the city and this book gives

some excellent guidance.”

Carol D, “A great guide. Rome is so beautiful and with this guide I actually know what I'm

seeing. Too often in Rome there are no historical markers making it difficult to identify what

you're seeing. With this guide, you have not only a description of the building or monument but

historical background. And a real bonus; I've now bookmarked a ton of stuff I somehow missed

in prior visits. Can't wait for the times to change so I can return to Rome with this book in my

suitcase.”

Lois Crockett, “Perfect size to take along with your travels. Informative. Compact and thorough.

Excellent detail. Take along with your travels. Author provides great detail. Excellent writing.”

Stephen C. Brewer, “A really terrific aid to appreciating Rome. I thoroughly enjoyed exploring

this complex city with this smart, insightful guide. I especially liked the logical organization by

era and informative, well-written text, as well as the wealth of practical info for transport and

other logistics. I was really pleased to see coverage of modern and Mussolini-era architecture

as well as Ancient and Renaissance Rome. A map up front puts all these sights in geographic

perspective, so it's easy to cater routes and jump from era to era.”

hwnag june, “Value for Money. This book is a fantastic resource beyond what I ever imagined!”

The book by Elizabeth F. Heath has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 16 people have provided feedback.
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